8 Step Guide: Perfect Pasting with Home Flair Decor
Butt up the wallpaper length to the top & the
le edges of the paste table.

From Above:

Note. The table is wider than your standard roll of
wallpaper

Apply adhesive using a brush or roller.

From Above:

Spread the adhesive from the center of the
wallpaper using outwards motions, make sure
you evenly coat right to the edge A and ¾ of the
way down the le side B.

Slide the wallpaper towards you butting up to
the front edge of the table C and keeping up to
the le side B.

From Above:

Continue to paste the last ¼ of the le edge B
and along the front edge D using outwards
motions.

Fold the now pasted wallpaper on to itself so
you have pasted side to pasted side contact.

From Front:

Slide the folded end to the le until the
unpasted end is fully on the decorating table,
ideally with no more hanging over the right
side D.

From Above:

Slide the wallpaper up to the top of the table A From Above:
to butt this edge ready to complete the pasting.
Continue to cover the top area A and the ¾ of
the right edge D evenly with paste

To finish pasting this length, slide the
wallpaper towards you until this butts up to
the front edge A and along the right edge D.

From Above:

Finish applying the adhesive using an outwards
motion from the centre of the length to the end
on the right D and front edges C

Finally fold this end of the length onto itself
with the pasted side touching the pasted side
again. Now you must allow some time for the
wallpaper to absorb some adhesive and swell.
This time is o en stated on the roll label.
Note. This length can be folded onto itself for
more convenient handling.

From Above:

If you see the seam edges of the wallpaper
curling and separating, you can roll the
wallcovering together from ends to middle
whist the soaking time is observed.
Note. If it is a hot day, place your folded or rolled
pasted wallpaper length into a plastic bag during
the soaking period to reduce the adhesive
evaporating.
Always observe the soaking time and ensure
this is maintained for each length you will
hang.

